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INTRODUCTION
The imperative to expand diversity and inclusion throughout the talent lifecycle, from acquisition to promotion is a challenge 
that organizations are facing across industries. Many companies accept the business necessity of cultivating diverse talent and 
fostering inclusive workplaces for creating and maintaining competitive advantage. Client engagement-driven organizations in 
particular, such as professional service firms specializing in accounting, audit and tax services, are grappling with the challenge 
of attracting, developing and retaining diverse professionals with an emphasis on the inclusion of women and minorities in 
their talent pipelines.

This paper outlines the current state of diversity with accounting and related fields, and presents case studies highlighting 
strategies and practices that two professional firms are currently leveraging to become more inclusive at all levels of 
the organization. The firms represent a top 20 domestic firm (DHG) and a Big 4, global firm (EY). Internal stakeholders 
were interviewed including partners, senior managers, associates and representatives from human resources, and talent 
management functional departments. Twelve interviews were conducted at each of the two firms (a total of 24 subjects) to 
assess various interpretations and perspectives on their organization’s diversity and inclusion strategic priorities and initiatives. 

Ideally, these case studies will serve as models for consideration by other organizations, across industries, seeking to enhance 
their own diversity and inclusion strategies to achieve greater results. 

STATE OF DIVERSITY IN ACCOUNTING

“Despite decades of intensive efforts, the accounting profession has not 
reached its diversity goals.” AICPA (American Institute of Certified Accountants)

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics projects an 11 percent increase in the number of accountants and auditors between 2014 
and 2024 which is faster than average for all occupations. (U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016). Growth is tied to the health 
of the overall economy thus, more workers are needed to prepare and examine financial records. However, the number of 
underrepresented minorities in leadership positions remains low. 

ETHNIC MINORITY DIVERSITY

African-Americans and Hispanics made up 13.1 and 16.9 percent respectively, of the U.S. population in 2012, according to 
U.S. Census data, but secured just 4% and 6% of the new hires in 2011-2012 at CPA firms” (AICPA, 2012). While parents 
and teachers have the largest influence on young people’s academic and career choices, these two groups continue to hold 
the profession in low esteem. “Improving the quality of accounting curricula and expanding internships and scholarship 
opportunities are essential to creating a new and meaningful perception of the accounting profession” (Journal of 
Accountancy, 2014). 

Clear evidence demonstrates that the diversity of the talent pipeline for accounting and audit positions is insufficient. 
As shown below, the 2012 U.S. Census and 2013 AICPA report document both “African-Americans and Hispanics are 
underrepresented in bachelor’s’ degree accounting programs and CPA firms’ new hires compared with their percentage of the 
population and are in stark contrast to the over representation of the Asian/Pacific population” (JofA, 2014). 



Source: Accounting Degree Enrollment and New Hires 2011-2012. Twiname, Samujh ad Rae, 2011 
(See Appendix: Table 1 for actual percentages)

GENDER DIVERSITY

Women are making a significant impact in the accounting industry and constitute a substantial portion of accounting 
professionals. Research firm Catalyst has compiled data on the presence of women accountants and auditors in the United 
States, Canada and Europe. There are some encouraging metrics, as well as data points that indicate opportunities for 
improvement, in terms of women’s participation in the field. Women receive 52.1 percent of bachelor’s degrees, 52.7 percent 
of master’s degrees and 44.4 percent of Ph.Ds in accounting; and more than 63% of all accountants and auditors are women 
(Catalyst, 2016). 47 percent of all professional staff and senior managers at CPA firms are women, but they only make up 23 
percent of partners and principals - the highest level of leadership in most firms (Accounting MOVE Project, 2016). 
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Source: Adapted from Accounting MOVE Project, 2016 (Based on survey sample of 49 CPA firms) 
(See Appendix: Table 2 for actual percentages)
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For women of color specifically much needs to be done to increase their representation in the accounting profession. Only 
16 percent of those employed in accounting, tax preparation, bookkeeping and payroll services are minority women. Those 
minority women who are employed in the field are more likely to leave than their male counterparts to do similar work for the 
same amount of money (Catalyst, 2016). Higher turnover for women of color is often related to certain challenges, including 
a perception they share with minority men that the diversity and inclusion practices of their firms are not as effective as they 
could be.

Women of color also encounter more barriers to advancement than other groups, including white women and men of color 
(possibly related to the intersectionality of being both a woman and minority). Those barriers involve difficulty thriving in the 
professional services environment due to a lack of similar role models, stereotyping, exclusion from internal networks, and 
impediments to accessing high-profile client assignments and business development opportunities (Giscombe, 2008).

TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONALS IN CHARLOTTE MSA* ≈ 7,500**

TOTAL NUMBER OF ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONALS IN NC ≈ 22,500**
*Charlotte Metropolitan Statistical Area includes Charlotte-Mecklenburg, and nine other surrounding counties in North and South Carolina, 
including Cabarrus, Gaston and York among others.

**Refers to the total population of employees in accounting, audit, tax preparation, bookkeeping and payroll services (education level for 
men and women listed are below undergraduate degree and above; all education levels represented for ethnic groups based on available 
data).

Source: Adapted from U.S. Census Quarterly Workforce Indicators, aggregated by Chmura Economics & Analytics. 2014 
(See Appendix: Table 3 for actual percentages)

GENDER DIVERSITY IN THE ACCOUNTING PROFESSION

CHARLOTTE MSA:

RACIAL AND ETHNIC DIVERSITY IN THE 
ACCOUNTING PROFESSION IN THE CHARLOTTE AREA
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SOURCING AND ATTRACTING DIVERSE TALENT: The recently formed 
Inclusion and Diversity Council has a goal to partner with target organizations to 
attract and develop diverse talent. DHG is always looking for new ways to partner 
with organizations that focus on diversity and inclusion such as NABA (National 
Association of Black Accountants), ALPFA (Association of Latino Professionals for 
America) and the PhD Project, which seeks to enhance the representation of ethnic 
minority professionals who return to academia to become business professors. DHG 
received the Corporate Diversity Award at the NABA Annual meeting in 2016.

DHG’s diversity partnerships provide access to African-American and Latino 
professionals who are established, as well as college students who are interested in 
pursuing careers in the accounting, audit and tax field. The firm is also able to reach 
a high-caliber of diverse college students at the summer Leadership Conference 
in Charleston, SC. The conference allows the firm to build relationships with 
more than 100 attendees consisting of primarily rising sophomores and juniors 
representing 30 colleges and universities throughout the southeast region.

INCLUSION AND ENGAGEMENT: Another strategic priority of DHG is Women 
Forward (WF). WF exists to help recruit, develop and retain best-in-class women at 
DHG. The initiative is embedded into the firm’s people strategy and equips offices 
to provide skill-building, leadership development, networking and community 
engagement opportunities for women.

Advocacy is another channel to ensure DHG policies align to foster a supportive 
environment for the retention and advancement of women. Each DHG office has a 
Women’s Board Champion tasked with planning events and socials for women that 
helps foster developmental and relationship-building opportunities. One practice 
area has seen an increase in minority candidates, as a result of Women Forward.

DHG is headquartered in 

Charlotte, NC. The company 

ranks #17 of top public 

accounting firms in the 

nation. With more than 2,000 

professionals in 12 states, the 

firm combines experience with 

commitment to personal service. 

DHG uses a resourceful approach 

to solving problems, providing 

solutions and helping clients 

achieve goals and succeed. 

DHG focuses on a team 

approach with professionals 

eager to share knowledge and 

experiences for client success.  

Extensive resources to combine 

comprehensive assurance, 

tax and advisory services are 

available for clients. DHG 

employs and retains best-in-class 

professionals with the goal of 

cultivating meaningful careers to 

best serve clients. Fundamental 

to core values and practices 

that set DHG apart is the drive 

to embrace innovation, nurture 

relationships and build leaders 

for tomorrow.

DIVERSITY IN ACCOUNTING CASE STUDIES

“DHG does a great job of partnering with minority organizations in order to find 
the absolute best diverse talent there is. That was part of the reason I chose to 

start my career at DHG.” Black, Female Associate

“The value of diversity and inclusion has been on the rise 
at DHG throughout my 10 year career here.  I believe our 
firm has come to realize that diverse teams enable more 
creative and strong solutions.”  White, Female Senior Manager

RETENTION AND SUCCESSION: DHG has made strides in the acquisition 
of diverse professionals through its partnerships and the efforts of Women 
Forward.  As the firm seeks to continue that momentum it is also increasing the 
focus on retention and succession planning for women, minorities and other 
underrepresented demographics. The people team is making efforts to raise 
awareness around the multidimensional nature of diversity in terms of not only 
gender and race or ethnicity, but also interests, preferences and abilities. Creating 
open and honest communication with employees from the time they enter the firm, 
about their career goals and how to realize them, is making it possible for DHG to 
build a leadership pipeline that reflects a new business reality.
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EY is a global professional services firm headquartered in London, UK. The firm specializes in 

advisory, assurance, tax and transaction services and has more than 700 offices in about 150 

countries. The firm is a member of a global network that has more than 700 offices in about 

150 countries. The company has approximately 244,000 employees in the US and 900 in 

the Charlotte Office. EY is committed to building a better working world – with increased 

trust and confidence in business, sustainable growth, development of talent in all its forms, and greater collaboration. 

EY has been ranked as the world’s No. 1 professional services employer and the third most attractive employer in the 

world for business students by Universum (2016), one of Fortune’s 100 Best Companies to Work For (2015)  and No. 3 

in DiversityInc.’s Top 50. 

INNOVATE  GROW  CONNECT  

“You have to invest in talent on an individual by individual basis. Everyone’s different… it’s 

about equity and ensuring everyone’s success through equitable investments.” Black, Male Partner

CULTIVATING AND ATTRACTING, ETHNIC MINORITY TALENT: EY is building a pipeline of talent from the high school 
through the collegiate level. The firm’s College MAP (Mentoring for Access and Persistence) program assists high school juniors 
and seniors with college preparation and exposes them to professional services as a viable career option. EY professionals 
participate in volunteer teams that serve in schools located in many of the communities where EY conducts business. One-
third of EY employees in the U.S. are first generation college students, so encouraging students to not only attend college, 
but helping them understand the process of applying and securing funding, resonates on a personal level with a substantial 
segment of the EY team.
 
The Wake Forest Charlotte Center College LAUNCH for Leadership is a Charlotte-based program designed to expose 50-
60 ethnic minority high school students in Mecklenburg County to a variety of potential majors and careers (a co-author’s 
daughter participated in this program). The focus of College MAP and College LAUNCH for Leadership is not necessarily to 
convert all of the students into future accountants, auditors and consultants, but there is an understanding that investing in 
young people, especially underrepresented minorities and those who may be the first in their family to go to college, will yield 
positive results for society as a whole regardless of their chosen career. 

INCLUSIVENESS AND TALENT DEVELOPMENT: EY is seeking to do more than generate an ethnically diverse workforce. 
EY is focused on creating an environment that is inclusive of the individuals who have joined and will join the firm. One 
important step that EY has taken is recognizing that diversity is multidimensional and employees have an array of interests and 
preferences when it comes to their development and engagement.

The firm has a robust ecosystem of professional networks, which include resource groups for diverse populations within the 
organization. The networks support women, Latinos, Blacks, Asians and Pacific Islanders, LGBT individuals and allies, those 
with diverse abilities, veterans, as well as international networks and support groups for families. These networks facilitate 
leadership development and access to executive leadership, leveraging strengths and advocating on behalf of diverse 
populations and cultivating internal and external relationships.

EY’s Americas Inclusiveness Advisory Council and the Diversity & Inclusiveness Center of Excellence have recognized a need 
to differentially invest in the onboarding of Black, Latino and Pan Asian staff in an effort to increase these underrepresented 
groups at EY.  Whereas most of the firm’s professional networks are defined based on certain identities or affinities, millennial 
minority employees entering the firm are interested in joint developmental activities. When EY first launched its Unplugged 
on-boarding program for Black and Latino entry-level talent to enhance their potential for professional success, EY created 
separate sessions for each group. Participant feedback conveyed that the associates did not want to be divided by ethnicity 
and believed they would benefit more if they all participated as one cohesive group. EY Unplugged was adjusted to meet that 
expectation and has collectively on-boarded hundreds of young Latino and Black employees over the past five years. Based on 
the success of Black and Latino Unplugged and the need to also focus on the Pan-Asian professionals entering the firm, EY 
has also created Asian Unplugged.
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 “I look at the promotion lists and am amazed by how diverse they are.” 
Asian-American, Female Partner

LEADERSHIP PROMOTION AND RETENTION: The greatest litmus test for a successful diversity and inclusion strategy is 
the composition of executive leadership. While EY does not believe it has reached its destination of diversity at the top, they 
have made significant progress. The presence of underrepresented minorities at the partner/principal rank has nearly tripled 
since 2000. With an African-American Office Managing Partner for EY’s Charlotte Office, and a woman leading the Carolinas 
practice, consisting of North and South Carolina, minority and women associates and managers working in Charlotte and the 
region are able to see the possibility of reaching the highest levels of leadership within the firm. EY is working to ensure high 
potential senior management talent receives the sponsorship, coaching, mentoring and client exposure they need to advance 
within the firm.

A significant initiative in the retention of and promotion of women, and ethnic minority talent generally, has been EY’s focus 
on flexibility. The firm promotes flexibility in terms of how, when and where people work as a core firm value and practice. 
However, EY has recognized the need to educate leaders on issues of explicit and implicit bias towards those who exercise 
that option. In order to counter these kinds of perceptions, an EY talent leader shared that managers are coached to ask 
themselves three questions when considering a work flexibility request from a direct-report: 1) Is the decision based on 
personal preference? 2) Is the decision simply a matter of tradition or how things have historically been done? or 3) Is it based 
on an actual client requirement? Performance evaluations of managers also hold them accountable for managing flexibility 
impartially and effectively on their teams.

CONCLUSION
Given changes in workforce and customer demographics, the need for a robust talent pipeline that is more inclusive of ethnic 
minorities and women is a business imperative. In professional services, people are an organization’s primary asset. Project 
teams must reflect the clients that they serve across multiple dimensions of diversity, especially in a time when leaders and 
decision-makers are increasingly diverse in many industries. An immediate and ongoing competitive advantage exists when 
organizations work to attract, retain, and develop talent of all identities and backgrounds.

DHG and EY have provided insights into the strategies and practices their firms are engaged in to address the talent 
diversity challenges within their industry. Employers must develop diversity and inclusion strategies that encompass each 
phase of the talent lifecycle in order to create meaningful and sustainable change around the representation of women and 
underrepresented minorities. The scope of those strategies and the volume of initiatives that firms undertake will depend on 
the size and organizational structure of the organizations, and where firms are within their own unique diversity and inclusion 
journey. What works for one business may not work for another, however the authors hope that the proven practices that 
have been highlighted in this study provide options for businesses to adapt and apply to their own organizations.
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APPENDIX

Minority Group

B.S. Degree in 
Accounting

‘01 - ’02      ‘11 - ‘12

New Hires by 
Accounting Firms

2011 - 2012

U.S. Population

2015 Projected

African-American, 
Black

   11%        7% 4% 13.3%

Hispanic, Latino      8%        8% 6% 17.6%

Asian, 
Pacific Islander

     7%        9% 19% 5.6%

Source: Adopted from Accounting Degree Enrollment and New Hires 2011-2012. Twiname, Samujh ad Rae, 2011.

Cost of Replacing a 
Junior Accountant: 
240% of salary

TABLE 1

Women Employees and Managers in Accounting Firms as a 
Proportion of ALL Employees and Managers (%)

2014 2015 2016

Women Accounting Professionals 45% 47% 47%

Women Associates 48% 52% 52% 

Women Managers 51% 50% 49%

Women Senior Managers 44% 47% 47%

Women Directors 41% 30% 46%

Women Partners and Principals 19% 22% 23%

Source: Adapted from Accounting MOVE Project, 2016. (Based on survey sample of 49 CPA firms)

TABLE 2

Gender Representation 
in Accounting Charlotte MSA*

( ) = Percentage of total population
North Carolina 

( ) = Percentage of total population

Women/College Grads 55% (52%) 59% (51%)

Men/College Grads 45% (48%) 41% (48%)

Ethnic/Racial Representation 
in Accounting

Charlotte MSA*
( ) = Percentage of total population

North Carolina 
( ) = Percentage of total population

African-American/Black 12% (22%) 12% (22%)

Hispanic/Latin American 3% (10%) 3% (9%)

Asian/Asian-American 3% (3%) 2% (2%)

White 81% (63%) 82% (64%)

*MSA = Metropolitan Statistical Area (Mecklenburg and 9 surrounding counties in North Carolina and South Carolina)

Source: U.S. Census Quarterly Workforce Indicators, aggregated by Chmura Economics & Analytics, 2014.

**Percentages may not sum due to rounding.

TABLE 3**
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Special thanks to the Charlotte Chamber Research team, Chuck McShane & Alyssa Brown!

For more information on the Charlotte Chamber’s Diversity and Inclusion Initiatives, 
visit charlottechamber.com/diversity. 

THANKS to the following Charlotte Chamber partners 
for making this study possible...
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